Chasing crystals out of the body: will treat to serum urate target for gout help us get there?
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In this issue of the journal, Katz et al published the treat-to-target (T2T) recommendations for gout,1 based on a systematic literature review (SLR) using standard methodology based on Oxford Center for Evidence-based Medicine system and the AGREE criteria.3 The expert group developed nine T2T recommendations for gout management.

Key T2T recommendations were that serum urate (sUA) should be lowered and maintained at <6 mg/dL (<360 μmol/L) in all patients with gout (high-level evidence) and at <5 mg/dL (<300 μmol/L) in those with severe gout (including tophi or frequent attacks; expert opinion). Inherent to achieving target sUA was the recommendation that sUA should be measured regularly in patients with gout (moderate-level evidence), so that urate-lowering therapy (ULT) dose adjustment can be guided by the sUA level.1 An updated literature review of T2T strategies in gout identified a lack of randomised trials that have tested the T2T strategy for gout versus other approaches. The panel also agreed that an appropriate strategic approach to treatment of asymptomatic hyperuricaemia needs to be developed, but lack of evidence prevented the group from making a recommendation regarding a treatment target different than the one recommended for gout.

These recommendations and gout treatment guidelines4–6 already support a T2T tactic in gout with a goal of sUA target of <6 mg/dL (<360 μmol/L) in all patients with gout and <5 mg/dL (<300 μmol/L) in patients with tophaceous or severe gout. Thus, the T2T recommendations for gout in this article1 are consistent with the previous recommendations/guidelines for the treatment of gout.4–6

Although consisting primarily of rheumatologists, the group ought to be congratulated for putting together a multi-stakeholder team including an internist, nephrologist, cardiologist and a patient. Inclusion of various stakeholders, and not only gout researchers, allows for a richer discussion that goes beyond only one point of view or belief. This inclusive and thoughtful approach also improves the likelihood that this guidance will be taken seriously by practitioners other than rheumatologists.

Some differences in the perceptions related to ULT dosing and target sUA achievement have been noted by patient and physician characteristics.7–8 Previous research has suggested that use of anti-inflammatory prophylaxis at the initiation of ULT (to prevent acute gout flares) is more common if the provider of gout care is a rheumatologist versus a non-rheumatologist.7 Studies of current practice also show that the achievement of target sUA, a key gout outcome, occurs in a low proportion of patients with gout, ranging from 20%7 to 33%9 to 44%10 in various studies. This is primarily due to the lack of knowledge among providers and patients regarding the importance of ULT dosing and achievement of target sUA.11–14 Is the patient more likely to achieve target sUA if the provider of gout care is a rheumatologist? This is an important question to answer since the majority of patients with gout in the USA and worldwide are managed by non-rheumatologists (primary care physicians and other specialists). If a difference exists by provider specialty, new programmes and care paradigms could be designed to improve access to specialty care, train primary care physicians regarding the appropriate use of ULT or have nurse- or pharmacist-led programmes.

A recent UK study has shown that a nurse-led programme in a rheumatology clinic consisting of education, individualised lifestyle advice and appropriate ULT helped >90% patients with gout from primary care practices to achieve target sUA <6 mg/dL during a 12-month follow-up.15 Another randomised trial in California showed that the success rate of target sUA at 26 weeks was significantly higher in patients who received information by phone through a pharmacist versus usual care.16 Thus, care by a specialist and/or targeted programmes that include patient education or intensive frequent monitoring can improve our ability to achieve target sUA in gout.

A T2T approach for any chronic disease could be challenging. Despite many years of educational efforts, clinicians continue to manage gout suboptimally. A comprehensive strategy with regular monitoring for sUA level, adverse events, pain and quality of life of patients may be essential for a successful T2T approach in patients with gout.

The target recommended for all patients with gout is sUA <6 mg/dL (<5 mg/dL for tophaceous gout or severe gout with frequent flares), according to the current treatment recommendations and this consensus statement.1 This sUA target achievement is based on the saturation point for monosodium urate since achievement of target sUA <6 mg/dL has been shown to lead to dissolution of crystals,17 as well lower risk of gout flares, tophi and medical care costs.18–21 A higher sUA is associated with a higher risk of gout flares,18–21 which present with severe pain and reduction of health-related quality of life (HRQoL).22 23 This makes sUA a biomarker that has high clinical relevance. This is not surprising since hyperuricaemia is the underlying biological abnormality in gout and pathophysiological links of hyperuricaemia with urate crystals and crystal-associated inflammation have been established. Thus, the T2T strategy with a sUA target of <6 mg/dL (<360 μmol/L) recommended in the current publication1 may help to achieve desirable short- and long-term outcomes in gout, such as lower gout flare rates, less emergency room visits and better work/at-home productivity.

Challenges of implementation of this strategy must be considered since ULT non-adherence and non-persistence are well documented.8 24 25 A T2T strategy is unlikely to succeed in the absence of effective interventions to lower rates of ULT non-adherence and non-persistence.

One might argue that a simple cut-off threshold for sUA is arbitrary, and more research is needed to further support this threshold. However, ample evidence already exists that this sUA threshold is related to improvement of several important outcomes, from patient and societal perspectives.17–21 sUA levels differ by
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gender and age in the population. It is possible that a different sUA cut-off/target that is more specific for gender, race or underlying comorbidities may emerge in the future. One study of particular interest in this field is the Stop Gout Flare study funded by the US Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), a trial that is about to start enrolling. This 4-year randomised, double-blinded, placebo-controlled non-inferiority trial will assess the comparative effectiveness of allopurinol with febuxostat in patients with gout and hyperuricaemia (sUA > 6.8 mg/dL), using appropriately titrated doses and a T2T approach to achieve sUA goal of <6 mg/dL. While the study will not compare a T2T approach to usual care, it will compare the two most commonly used ULTs and will fill an important knowledge gap regarding the real-world comparative effectiveness of the two most used ULTs in gout.

The deposition of urate crystal in joints and tendons occurs very early during disease course in gout and tophi are an important outcome in gout. Just as we are concerned about radiographic damage in rheumatoid arthritis, an aim in gout treatment is to show that urate crystal deposits resolve by a T2T approach. A Norwegian observational study is underway to examine the ultrasonography and dual energy CT features of patients with gout undergoing ULT using a T2T approach with monthly evaluations with adjustment of dosage if the sUA target is not yet achieved.

Cardiovascular outcomes are more frequent in several inflammatory rheumatic conditions. Patients with gout frequently have cardiovascular and renal comorbidities. With an improved understanding of multisystem effects of hyperuricaemia on heart and kidneys, evidence is emerging for a beneficial effect of ULT on cardiovascular and renal outcomes, even in patients without definite gout. Several ongoing studies will address these questions regarding additional non-musculoskeletal benefits of ULT. One important knowledge gap that also needs to be addressed is whether reaching target sUA will prevent gout flares and ameliorate the cardiovascular and renal outcomes.

**COULD THERE BE UNANTICIPATED HARMs OF T2T Approach IN GOUT?**

Even the most promising treatment approaches need careful study. This applies to T2T approach in gout as well. The most obvious potential harm of a T2T with an aggressive ULT titration strategy might be more gout flares in the first few months of ULT initiation. Suboptimal treatment with ULT can also lead to more flares. How many more gout flares during the first weeks or months would T2T versus usual care yield? Could these additional gout flares with T2T in the first few months of ULT therapy be prevented with the guideline-recommended concomitant anti-inflammatory prophylaxis with colchicine or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs? We do not have definitive answers to these questions, although observational data suggest that prophylaxis is likely effective. Unanticipated challenges and harms might emerge with a widespread implementation of T2T strategy. Therefore, we need well-designed prospective studies and trials that can address the balance of benefits, potential harms (flares and other unanticipated harms) and patient burden (cost and frequent visits) for a T2T approach versus usual care in gout. An assessment of preferences of patients and additional burden versus benefits of patients associated with this approach become key considerations for implementation of this approach.

Potential harms would also be an issue if we consider treating patients after their first gout attack, as per the updated European League Against Rheumatism gout recommendations and the Swedish drug administration. If we become more aggressive in the treatment of gout at an early stage of the disease with a goal of preventing its future consequences, then we need to study benefit/harms/cost balance of an aggressive approach compared with delaying the initiation of treatment with ULT.

**RESEARCH GAPS**

Despite a tremendous growth in gout research in the recent decades, several important questions remain. We raised these questions throughout this editorial as knowledge gaps that need to be addressed with future research. Additional key research questions are: What is the risk-benefit-cost balance of T2T versus usual care approach in gout? Does this balance vary by the severity of gout, patient characteristics, comorbidity load and by the type of ULT (generic such as allopurinol vs febuxostat, a non-generic more expensive drug)? Is T2T an initial goal or a life-long target? Should T2T definition incorporate patient-reported (PROs) and/or patient-relevant outcomes? Once sUA target is achieved, how frequently should sUA be monitored? Can PROs be surrogates for sUA target once T2T approach has succeeded?

**THE TAKE HOME MESSAGE**

This article highlights not only the recommendations regarding T2T in gout, but also the evidence and evidence gaps in this area, and the importance of sUA monitoring and ULT dosing in patients with gout. For far too long, patients with gout have not been treated optimally despite the availability of effective and safe ULTs, including the traditional ULTs such as allopurinol, uricosurics (probencid, benz bromarone) and new additions including febuxostat, pegloticase and lesinurad. It is about time that we, healthcare providers, learn to use the already available therapies for gout effectively, practice evidence-based medicine and discard myths and wrong perceptions related to ULT dosing and rare associated harms. This will give gout the respect it deserves. It is painful to see that patients with gout continuing to suffer due to suboptimal management of their illness despite all the therapeutic options we have at our disposal, most of which are widely available as generic, low-cost drugs worldwide. We, as healthcare providers, need to treat gout appropriately and reduce its negative impact on quality of life of our patients. If we do, more patients with gout will experience disease remission and enjoy optimal quality of life and functional ability as their counterparts without gout.
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